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My kids grew up to love nature as much as I did. We wanted to do
something to help restore balance. We knew that trees are key, both to
life locally and globally, so we started a campaign to convince people to
plant trees. Then came insects, fires, storms and floods: trees were
dying faster than people could plant them.
As I watched fires rage over California, I wondered why beavers weren’t
doing more to slow the fires. I learned from Heidi Perryman that
beavers had long ago been extirpated from most of California, and
were considered by many to be a non-native nuisance species. Her
website www.martinezbeavers.org recommended Ben Goldfarb’s book

Eager: the secret life of beaver and why they matter. From Ben I
learned that beavers can also help stop flooding, erosion, and pollution,
which are the banes of Midwest waterways. I also learned about Mike
Callahan and his mission to train a corps of beaver believers who could
install flow devices and teach people to co-exist with beaver. I joined
the Beaver Corps, and now I’m the owner of Midwest Beaver
Mitigation.

Beavers had blocked a drain and a service road was in danger of
washing out.

The Nature Conservancy (TNC) Nachusa Grasslands, Illinois

A special flow device was installed to accommodate a drain under
4 feet of water and a foot of muck.

TNC Nachusa Grasslands

Resulting pond level 2 feet below the roadbed..

TNC Nachusa Grasslands

Drain frequently blocked by beaver and floating debris.

Homewood Izaak Walton Preserve, Illinois

I am currently writing a paper on the role of beavers in Midwest
savanna ecosystems.

Note, Jeff received training from the Beaver Institute as a Beaver Wetland
Professional, and is a member in good standing in the Beaver Institute's
International BeaverCorps Association.

